DE GRUYTER
De Gruyter publishes first-class scholarship and has done so for more
than 260 years. An international, independent publisher headquartered
in Berlin – and with further offices in Basel, Beijing, Boston, Munich,
Vienna and Warsaw – it publishes over 1,300 new book titles each year
and more than 900 journals in the humanities, social sciences, medicine,
mathematics, engineering, computer sciences, natural sciences, and law.
The publishing house also offers a wide range of digital media, including
a large number of open access journals and books.
The group includes the imprints De Gruyter Akademie Forschung,
Birkhäuser, De Gruyter Mouton, De Gruyter Oldenbourg, De Gruyter
Saur, De|G Press, Deutscher Kunstverlag, Düsseldorf University Press
(DUP) and the publishing services division Sciendo.
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DE GRUYTER AKADEMIE FORSCHUNG publishes titles, mainly editions and reference
works and other fundamental research, originating from collaborations with German academies of
sciences such as the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities, the Bavarian
Academy of Sciences and Humanities, and the Austrian Academy of Sciences.
DE GRUYTER MOUTON is a leading publisher in language sciences. It was established
as Mouton & Co. in 1883 and has been part of De Gruyter since 1977. About 100 books are
published every year under the De Gruyter Mouton imprint, in addition to over 40 journals.
DE GRUYTER OLDENBOURG publishes in the fields of history, economics, informatics,
and engineering. Oldenbourg can look back at an over 150 year history, and has been part of the
De Gruyter group since 2013. This imprint has a strong reputation for monographs and textbooks,
and a close relationship with internationally distinguished research institutions such as the Federal
Archives, the German Council on Foreign Relations, and the “Institut für Zeitgeschichte”.
DE GRUYTER SAUR is an internationally renowned publisher in the field of library and
information sciences. Since the initial co-operation agreement with IFLA 40 years ago,
the portfolio has grown significantly to cover publications from scholars and practitioners
around the world. De Gruyter Saur has a particular reputation for high quality handbooks,
directories and monographs.
DE|G PRESS publishes innovative technical books in the areas of computing, IT, business,
engineering and mathematics. All De|G Press authors are respected professionals or academics, and are experts in their field. Our authors provide all the theory their audience needs, while
focusing on application, so readers can quickly utilize the content. Readers will benefit from
cutting-edge research and modern developments in their profession.
BIRKHÄUSER is one of the world’s leading publishers in the fields of architecture, design,
and landscape architecture. The company, founded in Basel, Switzerland in 1879, publishes
over 50 new titles each year, which are much sought after by designers and architects around
the globe. Birkhäuser is the home of renowned authors and architects such as Le Corbusier,
Alvar Aalto, Herzog & de Meuron, and Peter Zumthor. Birkhäuser has been part of De Gruyter
since 2012.
The DEUTSCHE KUNSTVERLAG based in Berlin and Munich has published for almost
100 years works in English and German on the topics of art, architecture, photography, historic preservation, archeology, design and crafts with 800 titles available. Exhibition catalogues,
dissertations, yearbooks, art and museum guides as well as monographs complete the publishing program. The Deutsche Kunstverlag has been part of De Gruyter since 2018.
DÜSSELDORF UNIVERSITY PRESS was founded in 2008 with the objective of publishing
research from Heinrich-Heine-University (HHU) in Düsseldorf, Germany and from other
universities. Publications include scholarly monographs, collections and series to dissertations,
Festschriften, textbooks and study materials as well as scientific guidebooks. Düsseldorf
University Press also offers early career researchers an opportunity to make their research results
accessible to a larger spectrum of the general public. Since 2018 Düsseldorf University Press has
been part of De Gruyter.
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